SoccerSplash Season 2

A Management level 6-A-Side Futsal Tournament

prizes worth INR. 20000

Jan 18th-20th 2013

venue:
symbiosis infotech campus
hinjewadi pune

Team size: 9 (6 + 3) | Max 2 Teams per College
Registration: 600 Rs | Deadline: 16 Jan'13
Mail: soccersplash@scit.edu | Web: scit.edu/soccersplash
Facebook: www.facebook.com/SoccerSplashSeason2
Contact: Jimmy - 9923651301 | Ashish - 8806666179 | Akashdeep - 8793330072
About Symbiosis International University

Founded by the Visionary Padma Bhushan Dr S. B. Mujumdar in 1971 as an international culture and educational centre, symbiosis is a home to a large number of students including foreign students who come to Pune in pursuit of higher education. Living up to its name symbiosis has grown over the past two decades into a family of 38 academic institutions providing education in numerous streams. Today, Symbiosis is one the top university in the country and is renowned for being leading educational institutes that impart quality education in diverse fields. The National Accreditation and Assessment Council (NAAC) accredited Symbiosis International University with an ‘A’ grade.

About Symbiosis Centre for Information Technology, Pune

SCIT is a premier IT Business School nurturing genuine IT talent.

Students at SCIT are groomed to become future leaders in Information Technology arena. SCIT welcomes those, who are willing to take on challenges and transform themselves into proactive professionals. The institute supports their transformation with innovative teaching-learning methodology, state-of-the-art computer labs, platform for peer learning and opportunities to learn management in real time. The success of our alumni is a proof to claim that - SCIT ensures overall professional development of students, who are transformed into industry-ready IT professionals.
Dr S. B. Mujumdar (President & Founder Director)

Dr S. B. Mujumdar is the Founder Director of Symbiosis – A truly renowned international educational campus. He is also the Chancellor of Symbiosis International University. Due to his long illustrious career he was awarded the prestigious “Padma Bhushan” in 2012 and “Padma Shree” in 2005. Dr. Mujumdar is also the chairman of the education wing of prestigious Federation of Indian Chamber of Commerce & Industries (FICCI).

Dr Vidya Yeravdekar (Principal Director, Acting Vice Chancellor)

Dr Vidya Yeravdekar is the Vice Chancellor and Principle Director of Symbiosis is a post graduate in medicine and also has a degree in law to add to her qualification. Dr Vidya’s main interest to carry forward the vision of Dr S. B. Mujumdar – by promoting international understanding through quality education. She has been instrumental in collaborations of Symbiosis with some of the world – class universities abroad.

Dr R. Raman (Director SCIT)

Dr. R Raman has a blend of corporate and academic experience. He started his career with Godrej and Boyce and then ventured into the area of consultancy with - The Leading Edge Consulting Services. His Passion for academics led him into teaching assignment at Vellore Institute of Technology. Carleton University’s Sprott School of Business, Canada gave him the platform for global exposure in teaching Information Technology. His teaching and research area include Management Information Systems, Disruptive Technologies, IT Infrastructure Management, IT Project Management, Management of Information Technology Enabled Services and Green IT. He has published his research finding in several refereed journals and also has presented several papers in Indian and International conferences.
Here are some in-game rules that the participating teams of SoccerSplash Season-2 should adhere to:

1. Only rubber soled/flat soled shoes are to be used. Studs and blades of any kind will not be permitted.

2. All participating teams are required to carry their own jerseys.

3. Playing shorts and three-fourths are permitted, but jeans/tracks or full length trousers of any kind will not be allowed.

4. Each team must necessarily have 9 (6+3) players on the team sheet before the start of a match. (This includes 6 playing & 3 rolling substitutes)

5. Each half will be of 15 minutes for the matches except the semis and the final. For the semi-finals and the final each half will be of 20 minutes duration.

6. In every knock-out stage of the tournament, extra time of 5 minutes each half will be played in case of a draw after normal time. If still undecided, a penalty shootout will decide the result.

7. No off-side rules are applicable.


9. Yellow card and Red cards applicable in case of unfair play.

10. Final match will be played in the T-Shirt provided by MBASkool.com to both the teams.
General Rules for **SoccerSplash Season-2**:

1. All participating teams are required to carry their valid college ID Cards while coming to Symbiosis Infotech Campus. Entry into the campus without a valid ID card is not a responsibility of the authorities.

2. Unfair means of play is strictly discouraged.

3. During a game, the decision of the match referee will be final and abiding on both the teams. Any violation or challenge against the decision against the referee’s decision might lead to disqualification from the tournament.

4. All grievances are to be addressed to the organizers only.

5. Symbiosis Infotech Campus rules are to be adhered to by all the teams.

6. Teams should arrive 15 Minutes before the timings of the Match.

7. Teams arriving 15 Minutes late of the match time will be disqualified and the other team will be declared as Winner.

8. If any of the players gets injured during the match then organizers won’t be responsible for any injury and we will provide best of the medical facilities available in campus.

9. Final decision in every regard rests with the organizers and the concerned authorities.
Registrations process for *SoccerSplash Season-2 2013*:

1. Registration fee for each team is Rs. 600 which will have to be paid on the day of the event, failing which the team will not be allowed to participate.

2. All the teams are expected to register their teams on or before the 17th of January, 2013. The draws will be communicated to you by 17th night or by 18th morning.

3. Registrations can be done by e-mailing the registration form which is attached in the mail or can be done online on our website. The teams are required to fill up all the fields of the form and send it to the organizers. The organizers will call the concerned team contact person to confirm the registration.

4. Maximum of 2 teams is allowed from each college.

4. Each team will have to register 9(6+3) players on the day of the event. All players must be able to provide their College ID Cards at the time of registration.

For Any Clarification Contact us:

**ASHISH PUNIA:** (+918806366179)  
**AKASHDEEP SINGH MAKKAR:** (+918793330072)  
**JIMMY ROSHANIA:** (+919923651301)  
**E-MAIL:** [SOCCERSPLASH@SCIT.EDU](mailto:SOCCERSPLASH@SCIT.EDU)  
**WWW:** [SCIT.EDU/SOCCERSPLASH](http://www.scit.edu/soccersplash)
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